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With the growing availability of digitized text data both publicly and privately, there is a great need for effective computational tools to automatically extract information from texts. Because the Chinese language differs most significantly from alphabet-based languages in not specifying word boundaries, most existing Chinese text-mining methods require a prespecified vocabulary and/or a large relevant training corpus, which may not be available in some applications. We introduce an unsupervised method, top-down word discovery and segmentation (TopWORDS), for simultaneously discovering and segmenting words and phrases from large volumes of unstructured Chinese texts, and propose ways to order discovered words and conduct higher-level context analyses. TopWORDS is particularly useful for mining online and domain-specific texts where the underlying vocabulary is unknown or the texts of interest differ significantly from available training corpora. When outputs from TopWORDS are fed into context analysis tools such as topic modeling, word embedding, and association pattern finding, the results are as good as or better than that from using outputs of a supervised segmentation method.
word discovery | text segmentations | EM algorithm | Chinese history | blogs D ue to the explosive growth of the Internet technology and the public adoption of the Internet as a main culture media, a large amount of text data is available. It is more and more attractive for many researchers to extract information from diverse text data to create new knowledge. Biomedical researchers can gain understanding on how diseases, symptoms, and other features are spatially, temporally, and ethnically distributed and associated with each other by mining research articles and electronic medical records. Marketers can learn what consumers say about their products and services by analyzing online reviews and comments. Social scientists can discover hot events from news articles, web pages, blogs, and tweets and infer driving forces behind them. Historians can extract information about historical figures from historical documents: who they were, what they did, and what social relationships they had with other historical figures.
For alphabet-based languages such as English, many successful learning methods have been proposed (see ref. 1 for a review). For character-based languages such as Chinese and other East Asian languages, effective learning algorithms are still limited. Chinese has a much larger "alphabet" and vocabulary than English: Zhonghua Zihai Dictionary (2) lists 87,019 distinct Chinese characters, of which 3,000 are commonly used; and the vocabulary of Chinese is an open set when named entities are included. Additionally, morphological variations in Latin-derived languages (e.g., uppercase or lowercase letters, tense and voice changes), which provide useful hints for text mining, do not exist in Chinese. Because there is no space between Chinese characters in each sentence, significant ambiguities are present in deciphering its meaning.
There are two critical challenges in processing Chinese texts: (i) word segmentation, which is to segment a sequence of Chinese characters into a sequence of meaningful Chinese words and phrases; and (ii) word and phrase discovery, a problem similar to named entity recognition in English whose goal is to identify unknown/ unregistered Chinese words, phrases, and named entities from the texts of interest. In practice, word segmentation is often entangled with word discovery, which further compounds the difficulty. Many available methods for processing Chinese texts focus on word segmentation and often assume that either a comprehensive dictionary or a large training corpus (usually texts manually segmented and labeled from news articles) is available. These methods can be classified into three categories: (i) methods based on word matching (3), (ii) methods based on grammatical rules (4-6), and (iii) methods based on statistical models [e.g., hidden Markov model (7) and its extensions (8) , maximum entropy Markov model (9) , conditional random field (10) (11) (12) , and information compression (13) ]. These methods, especially the ones based on statistical models, work quite well when the given dictionary and training corpus are sufficient and effective. However, once the target texts are considerably different from the training corpora or the actual vocabulary has a significant portion outside the given dictionary, such as those historical documents accumulated throughout ancient China that contain many unregistered technical words and use some different grammatical rules, performances of these supervised methods drop dramatically.
To our best effort, we have only found limited literature on unsupervised Chinese word discovery and segmentation (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , and none has discussed context analyses based on unsupervised segmentation results. Some methods designed for speech recognition (19) (20) (21) (22) are related to this problem but cannot be directly applied for processing Chinese texts. Some of the aforementioned supervised methods can discover new words, but it happens only when the discovered words have very similar patterns to words in the training corpus. We here propose an unsupervised method, top-down word discovery and segmentation (TopWORDS), to simultaneously segment any given Chinese texts and discover words/phrases without using a given dictionary or training corpus. Our method is based on a statistical model termed the "word dictionary model" (WDM), which has arisen from the text-mining community (14, (23) (24) (25) (26) . Although the WDM is not new, effective and scalable methods for analyzing Chinese texts based on it have not been known, which is likely due to two key challenges: the initiation of the unknown dictionary and the final selection of the inferred words.
Different from previous methods, which typically infer the final dictionary by growing from a small initial dictionary containing word candidates of one or two characters long, TopWORDs starts with a large, overcomplete, initial dictionary and prunes it down to a proper size based on statistical estimation principles. Previous methods also did not have the final word selection step, of which the consequence
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is to include too many false or partial words. TopWORDS uses a statistical model selection strategy to score each inferred word, giving rise to a natural ranking and the final selection of the words. Fig. 1 illustrates the general architecture of TopWORDS. We show in Results how analysis pipelines that combine TopWORDS with a content analysis method such as topic modeling, word embedding, and association mining, can help us quickly gain insights into new domain-specific Chinese texts without training.
Theory and Methods WDM. A sentence is a sequence of basic characters of a language, but is read and understood via higher-order units, i.e., words, phrases, idioms, and regular expressions, which in our context are all broadly defined as "words." Let A = fa 1 , ⋯, a p g be the set of basic "characters" of the language of interest. In English, it is the alphabet containing only 26 letters, whereas in Chinese it is the set of all distinct characters appearing in the text, often of the size of thousands. A word w is defined as a sequence of elements in A, i.e., w = a i1 a i2 ⋯a il . Let D = fw 1 , w 2 , ⋯, w N g be the vocabulary (dictionary) for the texts of interest. WDM regards each sentence S (and the whole text) as a concatenation of words drawn randomly from D with sampling probability θ i for word w i . With θ = ðθ 1 , ⋯, θ N Þ representing the word use probability vector, where P N i=1 θ i = 1, the probability of generating a K-word (segmented) sentence S = w i1 w i2 ⋯w iK from WDM is as follows:
[1]
This model can be traced back to ref. 23 , and was used in ref. 14 to do Chinese word segmentation and in ref. 27 to analyze genomic sequences. Compared with the complexity and subtleties of natural languages, WDM is clearly a rough approximation. Although ignoring long-range dependencies among words and phrases in texts, WDM provides a computationally feasible statistical framework for unsupervised text analysis.
Word Segmentation Based on WDM. In English texts, words are recognizable due to the employment of spacing between adjacent words, whereas in Chinese no spacing is used within a sentence. For unsegmented Chinese text T, we let C T denote the set of all segmented sentences corresponding to T permissible under dictionary D. Then, under model [1] , we have the following:
PðT jD, θÞ = X S∈CT PðSjD, θÞ;
and the conditional probability,
which measures how likely T can be segmented into S under WDM. The maximum-likelihood (ML) segmentation of T is thus defined as follows:
A more robust approach than the ML segmentation is to average over all possible segmentations of T. To explain, we let I k ðSÞ = 1 if the segmentation S puts a word boundary behind the kth basic character of T, and let I k ðSÞ = 0 otherwise. Then, the score
measures the total probability of having a word boundary behind position k of T considering all possible ways of segmenting T. A segmentation of T can be created by placing a word boundary behind the kth character of T if γ k ðTÞ is greater than a given threshold τ γ . We refer to this strategy as the posterior expectation (PE) segmentation. Note that a PE segmentation may contain components that are not proper words in D, although this rarely happens in practice if τ γ is not too small (e.g., τ γ > 0.5). Hence, we use PE segmentation unless it contains improper words, in which case we use ML segmentation.
TopWORDS. In unsupervised text analyses, it is a main challenge to discover the unknown dictionary D from a given set of unsegmented texts T = fT 1 , ⋯, T n g. The first effort to tackle the problem dates back to Olivier's "word grammar" (23), a stepwise method that starts with an initial dictionary with only single-character words and iterates between estimating word use frequencies θ for a given dictionary D and adding new words to the current dictionary. The algorithm is terminated when no new words can be found. However, due to the lack of a principled method and computational resources at that time, both steps are ad hoc approximations with suboptimal statistical properties. Later on, computer scientists and linguists improved Olivier's method and proposed a few informationphrasesbased methods (24) (25) (26) . The approach was further improved in refs. 14 and 27 by using the maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) procedure and applied to genomics and Chinese text analysis. The WDM was also generalized to a more complicated Markov dictionary model in ref. 28 . All of these methods discover new words based on a "bottom-up" heuristics, which recursively adds to the current dictionary D new candidates made up from concatenations of existing words. Although the bottom-up approach is successful for English texts and genomic sequence analyses, it is too expensive for Chinese texts because both dictionary D and alphabet A are very large. TopWORDS employs a "top-down" strategy for word discovery. It starts with a large, overcomplete, dictionary D consisting of all strings whose length is no greater than τ L and frequency in the texts of interest no smaller than τ F (τ L and τ F are user-specified thresholds). This step is achieved by the ApriorAll algorithm in ref. 29 . All basic characters in A are put into D as well. Assigning each word w i a use frequency parameter θ i , TopWORDS uses the EM algorithm (30) to obtain the MLE of θ = ðθ 1 , θ 2 , .. . , θ N Þ. The main difficulty in estimating θ lies in the ambiguity of text segmentation. The E-step of the EM algorithm needs to sum over all possible segmentations, which fortunately can be achieved by using a dynamic programming scheme with a time complexity of OðLenðTÞ · τ L Þ (SI Appendix, Technical Details).
A good choice of the starting value of θ for the EM algorithm is the normalized observed counts vector. Because the initial D contains many nonwords and composite words, many estimated θ's are zero or very close to zero. We thus can trim down D to a much-smaller-sized dictionary D * . In fact, in each EM iteration, TopWORDS prunes away candidate words whose estimated use frequencies are close enough to zero (e.g., <10 −8 ). This strategy can greatly speed up the EM algorithm with little impact on the quality of the final results.
It is easy to integrate prior knowledge into TopWORDS as follows: (i) if a string corresponds to a known word a priori, we automatically put it in dictionary D, overriding other criteria used by the algorithm; (ii) if a string is known to be an improper word, we remove it from the initial D; and (iii) if a properly segmented training corpus is available, its contribution to the count of each candidate word w i is directly combined with the contribution from unsegmented texts in the E-step of the EM algorithm.
Ranking and Selecting the Discovered Words. Word candidates that survive at the end of the EM algorithm can be further ranked. Letθ be the MLE obtained by TopWORDS based on unsegmented texts: T = fT 1 , . . . , T n g. For each w i ∈ D, we defineθ ½wi =0 ≜ ðθ 1 , ⋯,θ i−1 , 0,θ i+1 , ⋯,θ N Þ, and compute w i 's significance score ψ i as the logarithm of the likelihood ratio statistics between the model ðD,θÞ and model ðD,θ ½wi =0 Þ:
A large ψ i means that w i is statistically important for WDM to fit the target texts T . Asymptotically, 2ψ i follows the χ 2 1 distribution if θ i is indeed 0, based on which word candidates that are not statistically significant can be identified and removed. This strategy is computationally efficient and works well in practice. Word selection can also be achieved by maximizing the penalized likelihood function below with a much higher computational cost:
where the regularization term hðθÞ penalizes a dictionary by its size, and different hðθÞ lead to different model selection criterion, such as Akaike information criterion (AIC) (31), Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (32), least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) (33), etc.
A natural choice to rank the discovered words is by their significance scores. In some text analysis tasks, however, the comparison and contrast of K different target texts are of interest. To highlight the specific content of each target text, we can also use the estimated "relative frequency,"
as a ranking criterion, i.e., how a word w i is enriched in one target text compared with the background "average" text. Here,θ ik is the estimated use frequency of word w i from the kth target text. Our discovered words in the next section are ranked by either significance scores or relative frequencies.
Analysis Pipelines. The data-driven vocabulary discovered by TopWORDS and its resulting segmented texts can be used as inputs to other text mining tools for Chinese where a given dictionary and/or segmented texts are needed. In the topic modeling pipeline, outputs of TopWORDS are fed to a topic modeling algorithm such as latent-Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (34) (35) (36) . Topic models can be viewed as a generalization of the WDM and is also a "bag-ofwords"-type model. It assumes that each "bag" (i.e., an article) is composed of several latent "topics" with each topic represented by a probability vector on all words. As shown in Results, in an analysis of blog posts written by eight Chinese bloggers, this pipeline can provide us with topics that accurately reflect the themes of each blogger. Association rule mining (37) and its extensions (38) (39) (40) (41) seek to discover statistically significant patterns of co-occurrence of multiple items (words in our case) within a domain, such as a sentence or a paragraph. In the association-mining pipeline, TopWORDS is combined with these tools to capture higher-level information from texts. As shown in our analysis of History of the Song Dynasty, this pipeline can provide us useful information regarding social connections of important political figures of the Song dynasty in China's history.
Word embedding (42) is a method recently developed for neural network learning of alphabet-based text data. Its idea is to represent each word by a Euclidean vector of 50∼ 200 dimension learned during the training process of the neural network. It is recently shown in ref. 43 that the embedding algorithm in ref. 42 is equivalent to the singular value decomposition of a word co-occurrence matrix and can be resolved in a computationally efficient way with no supervision. This embedding implicitly encodes contextual information regarding the word use and can also capture some information that association mining tools do. Because Chinese words are ambiguous in the text, this method has not been popularly used for Chinese text analysis. We demonstrate in Results that our word-embedding pipeline naturally combines TopWORDS with the word-embedding algorithm of ref. 43 to learn word types, structures, and themes of the target Chinese texts.
TopWORDS can also be extended to fit more complicated scenarios. For example, Markov dependence can be introduced to certain words in the dictionary if a strong prior knowledge is available. In addition, if texts of interest are obtained from different sources that have different use preferences of certain known words, we can extend the current model by allowing source-specific parameters for these special words. Fig. 1 displays how TopWORDS organizes its each step.
Results
Discovering English Words and Phrases in Moby Dick. As a proof of concept, we applied TopWORDS to the English novel Moby Dick (∼ 2 × 10 5 word tokens) in the same fashion as Bussemaker et al. (27) , who analyzed only the first 10 chapters of the novel (135 chapters in total). We first converted the novel to a long string of lowercase letters containing no spaces, numbers, or punctuation marks (string size ≈ 10 6 ). Starting from an initial overcomplete dictionary with ∼ 3 × 10 5 word candidates (τ L = 13 and τ F = 3), TopWORDS took about 10 min to converge to the final dictionary (all computations in this article were done on a Dell PowerEdge 1950 computer with 2.83-GHz CPU and 8-GB RAM). It contains ∼ 11,000 words, among which 6,349 are authentic English words, 3,438 are concatenations of English words (e.g., "mobydick," "atlast"), and 1,610 are fragments of words (e.g., "ing," "tion"). Moreover, about 75% word boundaries of the original texts are correctly recovered (sensitivity, 75%; specificity, 87%). Considering that a majority of the missed word boundaries are those within English phrases such as "mobydick" and "atlast," the "adjusted sensitivity," which ignores the missed word boundaries within proper English phrases, is greater than 85%.
The novel has ∼ 17,000 distinct English words, among which only 6,730 words have appeared more than twice. Because rare words (i.e., words that appear no more than twice) are not "discoverable" in an unsupervised way by default, it is of interest to see how the result can be improved if we treat these rare words as prior knowledge. We thus augmented the initial dictionary D with all rare words and let them evolve with other word candidates generated via enumeration. In this case, only 108 discovered words were fragments, and only 842 (fewer than 5%) true words were missed (most of which are words such as "moby" and "dick" that tend to be recognized as one composed word "mobydick"). The sensitivity, adjusted sensitivity, and specificity of word segmentation increased to 76%, 95%, and 99%, respectively, which is comparable to the current best supervised methods (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . More details can be found in SI Appendix, Table  S1 , Fig. S1 , and Data File A.
We also applied TopWORDS to synthesized texts simulated based on the WDM with the true dictionary consisting of the 1,000 most frequently used words in Moby Dick. When the size of the simulated text is larger than 200,000 English letters, TopWORDS can discover the underlying word dictionary and segment the simulated texts almost perfectly. The average sensitivity and specificity of word discovery across 100 independent runs were 98% and 93%, respectively, and the average error rate for text segmentation was less than 2% (sensitivity, 98.6%; specificity, 99.7%).
Unsupervised Versus Supervised.《红楼梦》[The Story of the Stone (SoS), also known as The Dream of the Red Chamber], written by Cao Xueqin about 250 y ago, is indisputably the most outstanding Chinese classical novel. It contains ∼1 million Chinese characters, being composed of ∼ 4,500 distinct ones. It manages an extraordinarily large number of fictional characters: more than 700 people's names were created, of which 371 had appeared more than twice and are referred to as "frequent names." Starting from an initial dictionary with ∼ 78,000 word candidates (τ L = 8 and τ F = 3), TopWORDS took about 100 s to converge to the final dictionary containing ∼ 17,000 nontrivial words, and segmented the novel with ∼ 290,000 word boundaries. More than 90% of the discovered words are semantically meaningful.
We applied the word-embedding algorithm of ref. 43 to embed the top 2,000 words discovered and ranked by TopWORDS in the space spanned by the top 200 eigenvectors of the word cooccurrence matrix. The distance (or cosine of the angle) between a pair of words in this embedding space represents their "similarity," both semantically and contextually. Fig. 2A shows the multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot (44) of the top 100 discovered words. MDS seeks to place a set of high-dimensional points in a plane for visualization so that between-point distances are maximally preserved. It is striking to see that all important characters' names (colored in red) among the top 100 words fall naturally into one cluster without any prior training, indicating that accurate recognition of types of words discovered by TopWORDS is possible. The detailed protocol of the wordembedding pipeline is provided in the SI Appendix, Table S2 .
We also applied two popular supervised tools for processing Chinese texts, the Stanford Parser (SP) developed by the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group (nlp.stanford.edu/software/ lex-parser.shtml) and the Language Technology Platform (LTP) developed by researchers from Harbin Institute of Technology (www.ltp-cloud.com), to the full texts of SoS. SP is trained with the Penn Chinese Treebank (www.cis.upenn.edu/∼chinese/) and LTP with the PKU corpus (www.icl.pku.edu.cn). SP and LTP yielded quite different results for SoS, although both methods claimed high precision in their own tests with their chosen training and testing corpora. For SoS, SP and LTP reported ∼ 43,000 and ∼ 38,500 words, respectively, of which only ∼ 23,000 are in common. They also predicted ∼ 370,000 and ∼ 405,000 word boundaries, respectively, of which ∼ 337,000 are in common. These differences imply that the text of SoS is quite different from the training corpora used by SP and LTP, and also suggest that text segmentation and word discovery for domain-specific Chinese texts are still challenging.
Among the ∼ 290,000 word boundaries predicted by TopWORDS, ∼ 240,000 (82%) were also predicted by SP, and ∼ 250,000 (86%) by LTP, indicating that TopWORDS had a good specificity in text segmentation. TopWORDS performed better than SP and LTP in identifying important technical terms, although it predicted fewer words and word boundaries due to its tendency to preserve long phrases. To illustrate, we focus on the discovery of the 371 frequent names in SoS. TopWORDS successfully captured 345 names with only 26 missing (7%), significantly outperforming SP and LTP, which missed 59 (16%) and 89 (24%) frequent names, respectively. SP and LTP failed to identify more frequent names because some of the names in SoS are quite different from ordinary Chinese names in their training corpora. For example, many servants in the novel are named with phrases in classic poems and often do not have family names. In contrast, TopWORDS worked robustly and was adaptive to characteristics of SoS. More detailed results and comparisons are provided in SI Appendix, Table S3 and Data File B.
Analyzing a Traditional Chinese Book. Traditional Chinese evolves over time, differs from modern Chinese in many ways, and cannot be easily analyzed using available text-mining tools. As a demonstration, we applied TopWORDS to the full text of《宋史》(History of the Song Dynasty, abbreviated as HSD), which contains 496 chapters and records the history of China from 960 A.D. to 1279 A.D. It has about 5.3 million Chinese characters composed of ∼ 10,000 distinct ones. A large number of technical words (e.g., names, addresses, office titles, time labels) that are not found in most authoritative Chinese dictionaries appear in this book. TopWORDS started the initial dictionary D with ∼ 220,000 word candidates (τ L = 10, τ F = 5) and ended with a dictionary of more than 73,000 words within 25 min. Over 90% of the discovered words are correct (according to our random survey), which can be a name, an office title, an address, a time label, or other common words. Some interesting top words are the following: 簽書樞密院事 (office title), 執政進拜加官 (promotion), 如太白 (an astrological term), 庚戌 (a time label), and 蔡京 (a minister's name). We applied word embedding to embed the top 5,000 words TopWORDS reported in a 200-dimensional space, and made MDS plots for the top 2000 of them. The larger plot in Fig. 2B shows all technical words ranked within the top 2000, and the Inset shows all of the top 2,000 words. Each color represents a specific type of words, such as people's names (red), office titles (blue), etc. The figure shows some general clustering trend for words of the same type (color). When more points (words) are processed by MDS and shown (as in the Inset), some outlying points drive the visualization and compress other points. We can observe more delicate structures when we zoom in with fewer points shown (as in the main figure) . Besides word classification, the word-embedding pipeline provides us more insights into the content. For example, if a person's name is close to a geographic address, it tends to imply that the person had spent much of his life there. People whose names are tightly clustered together were often close colleagues.
Outputs of TopWORDS can also be fed to a relationshipfinding method, such as association rule mining (37) (38) (39) (40) and the theme dictionary model (TDM) (41) . These methods tend to find more refined and tighter associations than those revealed by word embedding. By using only the discovered technical terms from the segmented texts of each paragraph of HSD, we constructed ∼ 50,000 "baskets" of technical terms, one basket corresponding to one paragraph of HSD. Applying TDM to these baskets, we obtained more than 1,000 association patterns of technical terms, of which 90% are well supported by history. Similar to the implications of those clusters in Fig. 2B except being more certain and specific, an association between names often corresponds to colleagues or enemies; an association between a name and an office title indicates that the person was appointed at that position during his professional career; and an association between a name and an address suggests that the person either was born or once worked there. For example, the association pattern {程頤, 程顥, 張載, 周敦頤} (four names) is supported by the fact that they were key contemporaries establishing an influential branch of Confucianism. The patterns {張俊, 岳飛, 劉光世} and {張俊, 岳飛, 韓世忠} correspond to the names of four famous generals of the Southern Song period who were key to the revival of the country. These association patterns are also supported by the word-embedding result as highlighted by the cluster of names in the red circle in Fig. 2B . Interestingly, the addresses in that circle happen to be places where these generals fought most of their battles. More detailed results are provided in SI Appendix, Table S4 and Data File C.
Mining Online Chinese Texts from Sina Blogs. As one of the most popular portals and a major blog service provider in China, Sina.com has attracted many bloggers and readers. Popular bloggers are followed and commented by millions of fans on a daily basis, providing a valuable source for studying modern China. However, unknown vocabulary and flexible grammar of online texts create challenges to the application of available text-mining methods.
We selected eight famous Sina bloggers from the club of "top 100 Sina bloggers" ranked by the number of page views.
They have diverse backgrounds and writing interests, which make them a representative sample of the most influential bloggers in China. These bloggers are as follows: 李承鹏 (Li Chengpeng or LC, journalist and soccer commentator; page views, 3.2 billion), 徐静蕾 (Xu Jinglei or XJ, movie star and director; page views, 3.1 billion), 木子李 (Mu Zili or MZ, romantic fiction writer; page views, 3.0 billion), 君之 (Jun Zhi or JZ, pastry chef and entrepreneur; page views, 2.6 billion), 当年明月 (Dang Nian Ming Yue or DN, writer and historian; page views, 2.3 billion), 马鼎盛 (Ma Dingsheng or MD, journalist and military commentator; page views, 1.6 billion), 叶檀 (Ye Tan or YT, economist; page views, 1.5 billion), and 潘石屹 (Pan Shiyi or PS, president of one of the largest real estate companies in China; page views, 0.7 billion).
Numbers of blog posts produced by the eight bloggers vary from a few hundred to 2,000. We combined all blog posts written by each blogger as one corpus, and all corpora combined have 13 million characters including punctuation marks. We applied TopWORDS to these eight corpora separately with τ L = 8 and τ F = 3. About 170,000 words were discovered, of which only 30% are contained in the largest online Chinese dictionary Sogou Dictionary (搜狗词库; pinyin.sogou.com/dict/). A distinct feature of TopWORDS is to preserve idioms and regular expressions. For example, the word "参加" ("join") is often associated with different activities. TopWORDS reports not only the original word "join," which is listed in regular dictionaries, but also common phrases such as "join today," "join formally," "join an activity," which are not covered by a dictionary. One can argue that such phrases are not "words" at the linguistic level, but they reflect more on the content and can potentially be more useful for downstream studies. Full lists of top words discovered for each blogger and segmented corpora are in SI Appendix, Table  S5 and Data File D.
We chose the top 1,000 words from each blogger's corpora to form a union set with 4,500 distinct words, among which ∼ 2,500 are blogger specific. Word embedding was applied to the union set. Fig. 2C shows the MDS plot of the 2,500 bloggerspecific words. We can see that words used by PS (cyan), YT (red), JZ (brown), and MD (orange) form their own clusters in the main figure. The Inset displays the MDS for the other four bloggers' words only. Words of DN (blue), LC (light yellow), and MZ (green) also form their own clusters, but words of XJ (dark yellow) appear to be buried in the middle, suggesting that XJ's writing style is perhaps "middle-of-the-road." This is consistent with our topic modeling results below. The result also suggests an article recommendation system using outputs from TopWORDS.
We next experimented with the topic modeling pipeline by pooling all segmented blog posts of the eight bloggers into one corpus and applying the LDA (34) to it. Each segmented blog post was treated as a "document" and the discovered words as "words." We tested the number of topics K ranging from 5, 10, 15, to 70 and found that the results were consistent, although more detailed substructures could be captured when K was larger. Fig. 2D illustrates the topic compositions of each blogger. MD's topic is predominantly military related, whereas JZ writes almost all about cooking and DN mostly about history. MZ and XJ have a lot of similarities in their topics (mainly female and relationship issues related), which is also supported by the wordembedding results discussed earlier. The other three bloggers typically write about two main topics. More details about the discovered topics are provided in SI Appendix, Table S5 .
Conclusion
We propose an unsupervised method, TopWORDS, that can achieve word discovery and text segmentation simultaneously for domain-specific Chinese texts. The method can also be readily applied to English and other alphabet-based languages for discovering regular expressions, idioms, and special names by treating each English word as a character, which can be more informative for downstream analyses. Analysis pipelines that combine TopWORDS with another high-level context analysis method, such as word embedding, topic modeling, and association rule mining, can reveal key characteristics of the texts of interest. Compared with existing methods for mining Chinese texts, the TopWORDS pipeline exhibits the following advantages: (i) it works stably for domain-specific Chinese texts, for which neither training data nor a proper dictionary is available; (ii) it is powerful in discovering unknown or unregistered words, especially long phrases; (iii) it is based on a probabilistic model, which facilitates rigorous statistical inferences with efficient computation; (iv) it incorporates prior information easily (when available) for better performance; and (v) it can generate useful frontline features (for all languages) and extract key characteristics for text understanding.
